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[17:04] <XO_Durron> Last week the crew came under attack by a heavily equipped group of mercenaries.  The CNS, the FCO, and the CMO were kidnapped and are now being kept in the cargo hold of a B’rel class Klingon Bird of Prey.  The Captain, CTO and CSO were rescued by the Robert Carson's Captain Dulami and are now searching for their four missing crew members.

[17:04] <XO_Durron> =/\= Begin Mission =/\=

 [17:05] <FCO_Kami> ::Sitting on the floor of the large cargo room, surveying the area.::

[17:06] <CTO_Lingn> ::arrives on the bridge with the Captain::

[17:06] <RCCO_Dulami> ::Sitting in his chair, waiting for the Europa crew::

[17:06] <CNS_Chitwa> @::stands up, looking up at the air vents:: FCO: If only I could get up therrre...I'm surrre I could find something out.

[17:08] <CO_Farrel> ::Walks over to the CO.:: CO: Hello Captain Dulami  

[17:08] <FCO_Kami> @::Looks around the room to find some crates.:: CNS: Maybe we could use those to get you up there.... I wonder what's in them.

 [17:08] <CTO_Lingn> ::follows Hali over to the other Captain::

[17:08] <CNS_Chitwa> @::leans over and touches her toes, making sure she's nice and limber::

[17:09] <CSO_Halsey> ::having arrived on the bridge before CO and CTO, waited until Farrel introduced herself:: Dulami: Captain, I'm Cmdr. Halsey ::extends hand:: Thanks for the lift.

[17:09] <RCCO_Dulami> CO: No problem.  How can we assist you.  ::Takes her hand in a firm grip::

[17:09] <FCO_Kami> @::Stands up, walks over to the crates and examines them.::

[17:11] <CO_Farrel> CO: Our crew have been kidnapped by a bird of prey.  And our XO is still missing as well.  Could you help us rescue them?

[17:11] <CNS_Chitwa> @::does the splits and looks over at him:: FCO: Arrre they heavy? Do you think you could stack them?

[17:11] <CTO_Lingn> ~~~CO: I have information pertaining to our predicament.~~~

 [17:12] <RCCO_Dulami> CO: Very well.  ::Looks over to his tactical station and informs them to begin scanning for any signs of the Klingon ship::

[17:12] <CO_Farrel> ~~~CTO: really, what?~~~

[17:13] <FCO_Kami> @::Tries to pick one up.:: Self: Hm.... That's not too bad. CNS: I should be able to stack them. ::Begins to push one under the vent.::

[17:13] <CTO_Lingn> ~~~CO: Eye witness accounts report that the persons who boarded were in very heavy powered armor. The surviving marines report that the armor was nearly impervious to small arms fire. And had some type of shielding. ~~~

[17:13] <CNS_Chitwa> @::hops to her feet and trots over:: FCO: I'll help you.

[17:14] <CTO_Lingn> ~~~CO: Which means, I need to heavier hardware, and all the marines to save our men.~~~

[17:14] <CO_Farrel> ::Nods.::  ~~CTO: alright~~  CO: Also, my CTO has informed me that the boarding party were using amour that was impervious to small arms fire...

[17:15] <FCO_Kami> @::Smiles.:: CNS: Thanks. I wonder what’s in here. I think fertilizer wouldn't weight like this.

[17:15] <FCO_Kami> @::Points to the labels saying 'Organic Fertilizer.'::

[17:16] <CNS_Chitwa> @::picks up one side of a crate and helps the FCO to stack it:: FCO: I think I'm just going to do some quick scouting...maybe find you some clothes.

[17:16] <RCCO_Dulami> CO: That is interesting.  I'll inform my Marine detachment, so they are prepared for that.  ::Nods to his TO::

[17:16] <CO_Farrel> CO: Anything we can do to help in the search?

[17:16] <CSO_Halsey> ::Carson's CSO powers up SCI II and gives him access to the uploaded 
Danny Crane sensor logs::

[17:16] <FCO_Kami> @CNS: Alright. I'll wrestle with these boxes on my own.

 [17:17] <CTO_Lingn> CO/RCCO: Permission to accompany them when we catch up with this BOP?

[17:17] <CNS_Chitwa> @::jogs to the cargo bay door and puts her ear to the door, listening carefully::

[17:17] <XO_Durron> Action: The CMO tends to the injured marines.

[17:18] <FCO_Kami> @::Goes to get the next crate. Begins to wonder what could be inside them.::

 [17:20] <CNS_Chitwa> @FCO: Well the doorrr's locked...I guess it's the vents...::trots over to him:: Lucky I'm not in my uniforrrm...they'd neverrr know I was starrrfleet. ::purrs softly::

[17:20] <RCCO_Dulami> CO: We could use some help in scanning the area.  If we can't pick up their trail this search is dead in the water.

[17:20] <FCO_Kami> @CNS: I'm sure they'd notice a new Caitian onboard though. Hey, help me open one of these crates. I'm curious.

[17:21] <CO_Farrel> CTO: Accompany the team?  I suppose so...  CTO/CSO: Scan for that bird of prey...

[17:22] <CSO_Halsey> RCCO: You might want to move the Carson away from the DC, it's warp core is leaking deuterium, I don’t know how stable it is. CO: I'm afraid there might have been a sabotage about the DC.

[17:22] <RCCO_Dulami> CTO: I know how you feel.  I'd feel the same way if it were my crew.  I will keep you all involved as much as I can.

[17:22] <CTO_Lingn> ::nods::

[17:22] <RCCO_Dulami> CSO: We have already moved to a safe distance.

[17:22] <CNS_Chitwa> @::rummages around for a tool to open the crate:: FCO: Hey what's this? ::motions to an old computer console::

[17:23] <CTO_Lingn> ::moves over to a spare console, and begins running scans::

 [17:23] <FCO_Kami> @::Looks over at the console.:: CNS: It looks like a computer console. We can check that out after I see what's in these crates. I'm too curious.

[17:23] <CSO_Halsey> RCCO: I would have known if I had access to your sensor data ::looks at RC CSO::

[17:23] <CNS_Chitwa> @::hands him a pry bar:: FCO: Well let's see what it is.

[17:24] <FCO_Kami> @::Opens the latches on the crate and opens it.::

[17:25] <XO_Durron> Action: The evacuated Danny Crane shudders ominously and than shatters in a brilliant explosion of color and light.  The away team feel a heavy shudder travel through the floor.

[17:25] <RCCO_Dulami> CSO: You may assist my Science Department.  ::Looks to the CO:: CO: If that's alright with you Captain.

[17:25] <FCO_Kami> @::Feels the shudder and looks up from the crate.:: CNS: What was that?!

 [17:26] <CNS_Chitwa> @::shakes head:: FCO: No clue.

[17:26] <CO_Farrel> CO: Of course

[17:27] <CSO_Halsey> ::gets access to RC sensor arrays :: RC_CSO: Thanks. ::starts working on sensor data::

[17:28] <CO_Farrel> ::Hovers near the science stations.::

[17:29] <CNS_Chitwa> @::begins climbing up the stack of crates::

[17:29] <FCO_Kami> @::Looks back at the crate.:: Self: So much at once. ::Sighs. Notices a grey, metallic object protruding from the manure.::

[17:29] <CTO_Lingn> :: runs a Tachyon scan, designed to find cloaked ships::

[17:30] <FCO_Kami> @CNS: Careful.

[17:30] <CSO_Halsey> RCCO, CO: There's a trace of deuterium, it might be the damaged BOP. Also, DC Sensors recorded a vessel departing the area.

[17:30] <CO_Farrel> CSO: What kind of vessel? anymore information

[17:30] <CNS_Chitwa> @::twitches her furry tail and looks up at the air duct:: FCO: I think I can make it.

[17:31] <FCO_Kami> @CNS: I prefer not to work off of, 'I think.' Can you or can't you?

[17:31] <CNS_Chitwa> @::sticks her tongue out:: FCO: About 80%

[17:32] <CTO_Lingn> ALL: I have a faint echo, like a sensor ghost. It might be the BOP.

 [17:32] <FCO_Kami> @::Contemplates what the object might be, pulls out his knife and digs around the object to reveal it more. Looks back up.:: CNS: 80% isn't good enough. Need more crates? We have five more.

[17:32] <CSO_Halsey> CO: We have only a vague outline on logs but we have the vector. 

[17:33] <CNS_Chitwa> @::stands up on the top crate and stretches to touch the edge of the vent:: FCO: I can make it.

[17:33] <FCO_Kami> @CNS: You sure?! 100%?!

[17:34] <RCCO_Dulami> CO: If that's all we have to go on?? ::shrugs::

[17:34] <CO_Farrel> CSO: hmm, what about that deuterium leak?

[17:34] <CNS_Chitwa> @FCO: Yeah surrre...you want me to send you a postcarrrd? ::giggles::

[17:34] <CO_Farrel> CSO: Can u get a fix on the BOP?

[17:34] <FCO_Kami> @::Digs out enough of the object to realize what it is.:: CNS: These look like phaser rifles. I wonder if they work.

[17:34] <CTO_Lingn> ALL: We could get up on it, and shoot randomly.

[17:36] <CSO_Halsey> CO: Something seems to be moving out slowly, according to the deuterium trail.

[17:36] <CO_Farrel> CTO: But their shields would be down, we might destroy them

[17:36] <CO_Farrel> CSO: Can u get a lock on them?

[17:36] <CNS_Chitwa> @FCO: I'm gonna go do some spying...I'll be rrright back...::grins:: Stay herrre. ::leaps up and grabs onto the ledge, kicks out with her hind legs and clambers into the vent::

[17:36] <RCCO_Dulami> ::Gives the CTO the eye:: RCFCO: Move the ship to within 200 meters of the "ghost" and hold position.

[17:36] <CTO_Lingn> CO: We shoot at low yield energy emissions. It would not hurt them.

[17:37] <CO_Farrel> CTO: ahh, that could just work..

[17:37] <FCO_Kami> @::Watches the CNS climb into the vent and yells after her.:: CNS: Be careful! Good luck!

[17:37] <FCO_Kami> @::Returns to digging out the phaser rifle, then moves on to another crate 
to search it.::

[17:38] <XO_Durron> Action: The Robert Carson cruises easily up behind the location of the sensor ghost.

[17:38] <CTO_Lingn> CO: And, I got a weapon lock already... ::accesses the RCCO's tactical matrix::

[17:38] <RCCO_Dulami> RCCTO: Do as he suggest and configure one photon with a low enough yield.  I just want to light them up.

 [17:39] <RCCO_Dulami> CTO: Have shields up and be ready incase they return our fire.

[17:40] <CSO_Halsey> CO: We can't get a lock in a traditional sense, that implies active FTL sensors emitting and getting a response from the object. That's not the case with a clocked ship. But the trail ends where the tachyon eco is, I can give you the coordinates. There's nothing to lose by shooting.

[17:40] <CO_Farrel> ::watches viewer closely.::

[17:40] <CNS_Chitwa> @::sneaks through the air duct::

[17:40] <CTO_Lingn> <RCCTO> ::configures a torpedo, and fires, bringing the shields online::

 [17:40] <FCO_Kami> @::Discovers another three phaser rifles and a couple of power cells. Raises an eyebrow and smiles mischievously.:: Hm.... These could come in handy. Well, lets have a look at that console for a moment. ::Walks over to the console.::

[17:41] <CNS_Chitwa> @::stops and peeks out of one of the duct grilles::

[17:42] <FCO_Kami> @::Examines it and tries to turn it on.:: Self: Argh.... No power. Now what? Hm.... Power... power... power. Where could I get power from? ::Looks over at the CMO using her tricorder to examine the Marines.:: Self: Bingo!

[17:42] <XO_Durron> Action: The Robert Carson's torpedo screams towards the location of the Bird of Prey.  Luckily for the stranded crew it misses...nearly.

[17:42] <CNS_Chitwa> @::her eyes go wide and begins moving back to the cargo bay::

[17:44] <CTO_Lingn> <RCCTO> CO: Bird of prey Decloaking Sir!

[17:44] <FCO_Kami> @::Feels the ship shake.:: Self: What the...?

[17:44] <CNS_Chitwa> @::slides out of the  duct as the torpedo hits, grabbing onto the lip of the duct:: FCO: Whoa.!!

[17:44] <CSO_Halsey> RCCO: The BOP is hailing us.

[17:44] <RCCO_Dulami> RCCTO:  Get a tractor beam on it.

[17:44] <CO_Farrel> ::grips the back of Halsey's chair and looks to Captain Dulami.::

[17:44] <FCO_Kami> @::Jolts his head towards the air duct.:: CNS: CHITWA! Are you alright?!

[17:45] <CTO_Lingn> <RCCTO> ::puts a tractor on it::

[17:45] <XO_Durron> <CMO>@::hands the tricorder to the FCO::

 [17:45] <CTO_Lingn> <RCCTO> CO: BOP's weapons, and shields are powered down, warp core is offline.

[17:45] <CNS_Chitwa> @::wiggles her legs, trying to get her balance:: FCO: Oh...neverrr betterrr... ::grip begins to weaken:: Arrre the crrrates still below me?

[17:45] <RCCO_Dulami> CSO: On screen.  CO: It's your crew, would you like to speak?

[17:46] <FCO_Kami> @::Takes the tricorder from the CMO.:: CMO: Thank you. ::Looks up at Chitwa.:: CNS: Yeah they are. ::Positions himself near them to make sure she doesn't fall.::

[17:46] <CSO_Halsey> ::puts the incoming call on screen::

 [17:47] <XO_Durron> @<BOPCO_Dewalt>Comm:Robert Carson: CO: We surrender.

[17:47] <CNS_Chitwa> @::looks down to check and lets go::

[17:47] <FCO_Kami> @::Watches the CNS drop.::

[17:47] <CSO_Halsey> ::tries to get a transporter lock on the kidnapped crew::

 [17:48] <CO_Farrel> ::nods and looks to Tral.  That was too easy... looks back to the viewer.:: COM:BOP: Understood. 

[17:48] <CO_Farrel> COM: BOP: Prepare to be transported to our brig...  ::Signals Tral.::

[17:49] <RCCO_Dulami> ::Whispers to the CO:: CO: That was too easy...

[17:49] <CTO_Lingn> ::transports::

[17:49] <CO_Farrel> CSO: Any luck locking on to our crew?

[17:51] <CSO_Halsey> CO: They're already in sickbay.

[17:51] <CTO_Lingn> CSO: All of them?

[17:52] <CO_Farrel> CTO: And the BOPs crew, are they secure?

[17:52] <CSO_Halsey> CO: All of them except Cmdr. Durron. Four life signs still about the BOP, faint life signs.

[17:53] <FCO_Kami> ::Looks around the sick bay.:: Self: Uhm....

[17:53] <CO_Farrel> CSO: Beam those faint life signs to sickbay, and have security dispatched there... that is with your permission Captain? ::looks to Dulami.::

[17:54] <CNS_Chitwa> ::looks around:: FCO: Aw.... ::lies down on the Biobed::

[17:54] <RCCO_Dulami> CO: Agreed.

[17:54] <CTO_Lingn> ~~~CO: Where the hell is Durron?~~~

[17:54] <FCO_Kami> ::Looks to the CNS.:: CNS: You wanted to escape, didn't you? ::Goes to sit by her bed.::

[17:55] <CTO_Lingn> ::goes to Hali's side::

[17:55] <CSO_Halsey> CO: Can't get a lock on those signs...we have already beamed everyone we could, our people to sickbay and their to the brig.

[17:56] <CNS_Chitwa> FCO: Yeah, I guess...but I thought we could do it.

[17:56] <RCCO_Dulami> CO: We could beam over a team of Marines to investigate.

[17:56] <FCO_Kami> ::Smiles.:: CNS: I'm sure we could have.

[17:56] <CO_Farrel> ::sighs.:: ~~CTO: Wish he was there...~~  CO: Good idea...

[17:57] <Cpl_Break> ::Looks around the sickbay then over at the FCO and CNS.:: FCO/CNS: How did we get back here all of a sudden?

[17:57] <CTO_Lingn> CO: That ship can be easily repaired with the RC's parts. We could use it as a Trojan Horse.

[17:57] <CSO_Halsey> ::scans the BOP, investigating structural integrity, hazardous radiation aboard and any other threats to an away team::

[17:57] <CNS_Chitwa> Cpl Break: Umm....we saved you. ::cheesy smile::

[17:57] <Cpl_Break> CNS: Uhm.... Thanks?

 [17:58] <CO_Farrel> CTO: You mean, to sneak into wherever they holding Durron?

[17:58] <RCCO_Dulami> ::Notifies the Marines, and tells them to send over a squad to secure the BOP::

 [17:58] <CTO_Lingn> CO: Yep.

[17:58] <FCO_Kami> ::Looks at the Marine.:: Cpl Break: Just be glad you're safe.

[17:59] <Cpl_Break> FCO: Oh don't worry. I am.

[17:59] <XO_Durron> Action: A team of heavily armed Marines beam over to the Bird of Prey and begin heading for the life signs.

[17:59] <CO_Farrel> ::Nods.:: CTO: Good idea...   CSO:  What about that second ship we detected leaving the system.   I'm betting that was the Monongahela... do you still have a lock?

 [17:59] <RCCO_Dulami> CO: Once the Marines have secured the area we should send over a Medical Team and someone from your crew to investigate.

[18:00] <CNS_Chitwa> ::rubs the dust out of her fur:: FCO: I though we werrre doing so good...You werrre rrreally brrrave.

[18:00] <CO_Farrel> CO: Yes, they're computer records should help us find where they are holding Durron.

 [18:01] <CSO_Halsey> CO: It wasn't sir, the Monongahela is dead space, no life signs. We could board it and sees what we can get.

 [18:01] <FCO_Kami> ::Smiles.:: CNS: You think so? We were doing good.

[18:02] <FCO_Kami> ::Blushes slightly.::

[18:02] <CNS_Chitwa> FCO: Yeah. ::hops off the biobed and gives him a kiss on the cheek::

 [18:02] <FCO_Kami> ::Blushes more and smiles at her.::

[18:02] <XO_Durron> =/\= Pause Mission =/\=

